 Universidad de California, Santa Barbara

Mechanical Engineering Design Fair and Poster Competition 2016

Friday, June 3, 2016
11:00 am to 2:00 pm
Engineering II Courtyard, UCSB

With Faculty and Industry leaders as judges, Mechanical Engineering students will compete in teams for top awards in Innovation, Marketability, and Technical Content. Capstone projects range from spacecraft deployment to medical devices showcasing students creativity and efforts to address complex real-world challenges.

Special thanks to the following Industry Partners and Research Partners for their gifts and support of the 2015-16 design projects:

Medtronic
NORTHROP GRUMMAN
Raytheon
Orbital ATK
FLIR
SONOS
Ångstrom Designs
Ingersoll Rand
CNSi
Angstrom Designs
EEMB
UC SANTA BARBARA
Qualaroo
CalChamber
TENON INTERSYSTEMS
UC SANTA BARBARA engineering

Please contact for more information:
Capstone Instructor, Lecturer PSEO: Tyler Susko
e-mail: susko@engineering.ucsb.edu
Academic Coordinator/Lecturer: Steve Laguette
e-mail: laguette@engineering.ucsb.edu